OFFICE ORDER

The e-tender enquiry No. E-tender id : 2019_RRVUN_166236_1 Dtd. 15.10.19 which was floated vide NIT no. D-390 dtd. 11.10.19 and published on E-procurement on dtd. 15.10.19 & SPPP Portal on dtd. 10.10.19 for procurement of Supply of Radar Type Transmitter for MOT, HOT Level and Forebay level Measurement for U# 5 to 7 at KSTPS Kota.(Preferred Make:- Siemens, Vega, Yokagawa, Emerson & Megnetrol) (e-proc id: 2019_RRVUN_166236_1 , UBN no. RVU1920GLOB01208; NIB : RVU1920A1195) has been dropped.

This bears the approval of competent authority.

-sd-
(MOHD. MOHSIN)
DY. CHIEF ENGINEER (MM)
KSTPS, RRVUNL, KOTA

Copy submitted /forwarded to the following for information.
1. The Chief Engineer (KSTPS), RRVUNL, Kota.
2. The Chief Controller of Account (Th.), KSTPS, RRVUNL, Kota
3. The Dy. Chief Engineer (Elect. C&I-Mtc.) KSTPS, RRVUNL, Kota
4. The Superintending Engineer (C&I-Mtc), KSTPS, RRVUNL, Kota
5. The Accounts Officer (KSTPS), RRVUNL, Kota
6. RVUN Website/SPPP portal/E-proc.

-sd-
DY. CHIEF ENGINEER (MM)
KSTPS, RRVUNL, KOTA